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This class shares a project completed for investigative engineering purposes—

not for building design. The original goal of this project was to generate a visual 

aid of an engineering failure to be used as part of an expert witness report; 

however, the project evolved into much more. The families and corresponding 

model that were created incorporated structural engineering such that the model 

not only provided a visual aid to show deflection of roof members due to ponding 

water, but actually calculated the amount of deflection that could be expected 

due to a given amount of rain. We cover how these families (one structural 

framing family and one adaptive component) and the model were created, as 

well as the lessons learned after completing such a project.

Class summary



At the end of this class, you will be able to:

 See how structural engineering was incorporated into a custom structural 

framing family

 See how an adaptive component was created to provide a visual aid 

showing ponding water

 See how Revit Structure was utilized for a non-traditional investigative 

engineering deliverable

 Discuss the challenges and “lessons learned” of this project

Key learning objectives



 Expert witness case

 Tasked to calculate and display beam deflection resulting from water 

accumulation

 Use Autodesk® Revit ® to calculate the deflection as well show the 

water accumulation

The Problem



Create a double tee family that would show the deflected shape

Double Tee Family



 Out-of-the-box double tee family

 Change the sweep to an arc

 Control the arc with the radius, given the length and “sag” values

Deflected Shape



 Find height of water at any given beam

 Initial height of water at wall given, slope given

 Height at beam linearly related to distance from wall (row number)

Height of Water and Water Volume



 Volume of water determines load at beam

 Lab test provided data points (load versus deflection)

 Linear interpolation between data points

Midspan Deflection



 Calculated deflection drives arc shape of the family

 Final water height was also calculated – but became unnecessary

Family Illustrates Calculated Deflections

Initial Condition

Deflected Shape



 Parapet wall at roof low point

 Constant slope up and away from wall

 4 bays of 20 beams, each 75’ long, parallel to wall

Create the Model



 Beams given row numbers and initial heights of water

 Model duplicated for each “Rain Event”

Create the Model



 Plans, elevations and 3D views

 Schedule summarizing relevant information

 Calculated values could be used to determine more exact final 

volumes

 Need to show water graphically…

Present Results



Create parametric water?

 Filled Regions

 Normal family

 Adaptive component

Graphics Task



Adaptive component

 Create a component that adapts to the Double “T” family

 Flexible enough to display water at different depths and distance

Graphics Step 1



Adaptive component

 Six adaptive points that flex with the front and back Double “T”

 Vertical on placement

Graphics Step 1



Adaptive component

 Host reference points on adaptive point 1 & 3

 Paramatize offset with Water Depth

Graphics Step 2



Adaptive component

 Reference line from points

 Host reference point midpoint of reference line

Graphics Step 3



Adaptive component

 Host Points on three top points

 Add individual offset parameters

Graphics Step 4



Adaptive component

 Connect the dots

 Add reference lines to appropriate points

Graphics Step 5



Adaptive component

 Host points to reference lines

 Host by intersection

Graphics Step 6



Adaptive component

 Add more reference lines

 Create form

Graphics Step 7



Deliverable



 Possibly not as exact as possible

 Adaptive component reports its volume

 Truly an iterative solution

 Reasonable results, sort of a “snapshot”

Conclusion
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Email: dmackey@martinmartin.com
Blog: bdmackeyconsulting.com/blog
Twitter: @RevitGeeksWife

Questions?

Email: brian@bdmackeyconsulting.com
Blog: bdmackeyconsulting.com/blog
Twitter: @TheRevitGeek

Fill out your surveys!
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